
Podcast Kit - DLC 

Here is a breakdown of our ‘Podcast Kit’ and how we suggest setting up 
the equipment. 

This is a great kit to produce high quality looking content to accompany your new podcast. 
More and more, video is expected as additional content when it comes to podcast's. We have 

this great kit to help create a fast, easy and great looking podcast which looks and sounds 
sublime.


Keep in mind that you can adjust certain aspects to the set up to reach your desired look 
and feel. This is intended as a guide and educational in case this is your first time setting up 

equipment for an interview.


You can easily combine this kit with any of our other kits or equipment.
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https://shop.simplerent.dk/kits/greenscreen-kit/
https://shop.simplerent.dk/shop/equipment-categories/lighting-sfx-stands/lights-modifiers/tube-lights/lights-tube-lights-lights-modifiers/nanlite-pavotube-30c-2pcs-kit/
https://shop.simplerent.dk/shop/equipment-categories/production-consumables/backgrounds/paper-background-kit-yellow-pastel/


Included in this kit is:
1 - Rødecaster Pro - Sound mixer 

https://rode.com/en/user-guides/rodecaster-pro/


2 - Beyerdynamic DT297 PV MK ii - headphones + microphone 
https://global.beyerdynamic.com/dt-297-pv.html


3 - BMD Studio 4K Pro - Kit 1 - Camera 
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/api/print/to-pdf/dk/products/
blackmagicstudiocamera/techspecs/W-CST-04?filename=blackmagic-studio-
camera-4k-plus-techspecs.pdf


4 - Nanlite Forza 60B - LED light

https://en.nanlite.com/uploads/files/USER%20MANUAL/
Forza%2060B%20USER%20MANUAL%20(NANLITE).pdf


5 - Nanlite Forza 60 Parabolic Softbox- LED accessory 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suTXWZK2PNI&ab_channel=NanliteUSA


6 - Lumix 14 - 140mm MFT - Lens 
https://focus-review.com/en/review-panasonic-lumix-14-140mm-f-3-5-5-6-ii-asph-
power-ois/


7 - Panasonic Lens G X PZ Var. 45-175mm - Lens  
https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/reviews/panasonic-pz-45-175mm-f4-56-power-
ois-review


8 - Sachtler Ace 1018 XL System - Camera Tripod 
https://www.manua.ls/sachtler/ace-xl/manual


9 - Atomos Shogun 7 - Monitor/Recorder 
https://downloads.atomos.com/shogun-7/Atomos-Shogun7-UserManual-V01-
NOV2019.pdf


10 - Manfrotto 1005BAC - Light stand  
https://www.manfrotto.com/global/ranker-stand-1005bac/


11 - XLR 3 Pin 2M / 5M - Sound Cables 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaHgyJ8v_jc&ab_channel=LEWITT 
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How to set up and use this kit: 

1 - Rødecaster (Sound Mixer)

The Rødecaster has a 12 Volt Power supply which will need to be plugged into an 
appropriate power source. Once you’ve done this, you can turn on the Rødecaster by 
pressing a red button on the back of the console, on the right hand side. The console 
will be set to default factory settings. And all channels will be faded down, so keep this 
in mind when testing levels on your headphones. A Micro SD card will be included in 
your kit. 


Keep in mind when testing that you don't confuse the levels being outputted of people 
speaking with the volume of them in their own headphones. These are two separate 
sources and don’t represent the same quality of sound being recorded. 


Default settings Rødecaster CH1/2/3/4 : 
Audio processing: All settings switched on 
Microphone: Røde PodMIC - make sure to change to ‘Condenser’ option 
Level; Phantom Power:  OFF 
Voice; Strength/Tone: Medium 

3 - BMD Studio 4K Pro (Cameras) 
When setting up the camera, remember the camera has a 12 volt power supply to 
power your camera. For video, make sure to plug your SDI cables into the ‘SDI out’ to 
ensure you receive a video image when plugging the cables into the monitor. All the 
three dials, left of the camera screen have been set to 50% strength regarding peaking, 
contrast & brightness.

Always allow time to record a test clip with the talent and play it back for testing, 
before you start the actual recording.


Default settings BMD Studio 4K pro: 
Video: Audio: 
Framerate: 24p	 	 	 	 	 Channel 1: Camera - Left	 	
Shutter (speed): 1/60	 	 	 	 Channel 2: Camera - Right 
Gain/ISO: 0db	 	 	 	 	 CH1/CH2 Gain: 50%	 	
Resolution: 3840 x 2160p - Ultra HD	 	 	 	  
Sensor: FF (full frame) 
WB: 4000K 
Tint: 10 



4 - Lighting (Forza 60B)

Both lamps will be set to CCT mode at 5600K. With the fan setting switched off.

Keeping the dimmer under 30%, will enable the fixture to keep the fans switched off.

Should you need to go higher than 30% you can enable the fan in the menu.


8 - Atomos Shogun 7 (Monitor/Recorder) 
With the Atomos recorder and monitor you will be hooking your video and sound 
cables up to the monitor. Make sure to connect the SDI cables to the 3G IN3+4 inputs. 
For your XLR cables make sure to connect to the Black L+R inputs going into the 
monitor.

To power the monitor ON & OFF, you need to hold down the power button for 4 
seconds. If you hold it down for a shorter amount of time, you will lock the screen and 
not be able to use the touch screen function. 


To test sound coming through you can press on the levels icon on the bottom right of 
the screen and the audio menu will appear. Here can see where your levels are and if 
they are peaking are too low in the mix. 


Three separate videos will be recorded, with synchronized sound, when you record in 
this setting. The individual videos from each camera as well as a Program channel. If 
you have someone editing in real time off camera then this is an easy way to have your 
show ready to be uploaded hassle free. Otherwise you can edit the individual videos to 
your liking in an editing software of your choice.


Default settings on Atomos Shogun 7: 
Source Input: 4 x SDI 3G 
Codec: Prores HQ , pre-roll: OFF 
Trigger REC: None 
Monitor: Native 
Audio Embed: OFF 
Audio Out: +15dBu 
Audio In: Pro Level (+24 dBu) 
Phantom Power: OFF 



 

 

 






